Fastest THz modulator
The fastest electro-optic THz switch yet has
emerged from free electron laser research at the
University of Exeter.
Graphene, meta-material and plasmonics-based; the
exotic device can modulate a THz beam to 60%
depth at 40MHz.
"40MHz is not fast compared with telecoms
modulators, but it is better than state-of-the-art at
THz,"
It is based on ribbons of graphene, made by
chemical vapour deposition on an oxidised silicon
wafer.
The ribbons are 500nm wide and have been
designed to support the resonance of surface
plasmons - quantised oscillations of conduction
electrons.
"There is a lot of interest in graphene
plasmonics, but you can't easily excite plasmons in
unpatterned graphene," said Nash. "By making
ribbons, we can excite plasmons so that electrons
collectively oscillate back and forth across the
500nm."
This they do at mid-infra-red and THz
frequencies: ~10THz for a 400nm wide ribbon and
~4.5THz for a 1.8µm ribbon.
Metals also supports surface plasmons, but
what makes graphene special in this case is that the
plasmons can be tuned electrostatically, whereas in
metals they cannot. Acting as a back gate, the
silicon substrate is the control electrode in the
modulator. By changing the bias voltage, the
ribbons move between transparent and absorbing
60% of incident THz radiation as the number of
charge carriers in the graphene changes.
However, coupling of electromagnetic
radiation into the graphene is poor - for a start: THz
wavelength is far larger than 500nm.
"How do you couple more incidents [THz] light into
ribbon? Our answer is ring resonators," said Nash.
The
scientists
fabricated
gold
'complementary split ring resonators' (C-SRRs),
which are meta-material structures, sized to both
resonate at the appropriate THz frequency and
strongly interact with the radiation.
In the diagram of four resonators, the
graphene ribbons are shown in light blue (for a
moment, ignore the long narrow slits in the gold at
right-angles to the ribbons and assume these are also
filled with gold.

Each resonator (a thin line separates one
from its neighbours in the diagram) is an L-C
resonator made from a square ring of gold with a
lateral parallel plate capacitor across the hole in the
middle.
The electric field of the incident THz
radiation resonates the ring, and an artefact of this is
a concentrated THz electric near-field across the
plates of the capacitor part.
By aligning the graphene ribbons along the
gaps between the plates of the capacitors, this strong
electric field is placed across the 500nm width of the
ribbon - the perfect orientation for exciting THz
electron plasmons.
Free electron lasers
As an aside, this is where the connection
with free-electron laser research comes in.
In the world of exotic electronics, free electron
lasers (FELs) are near the top.
Largely coming out of work in the particle
accelerator community, they are large complex
machines with the potential to produce high power
coherent radiation that can be tuned all the way from
ultra-violet to infra-red.So expensive, difficult and
high-tech are they, that there are only around twenty
in the world.
Exeter is leading GOSFEL (www.gosfel.eu),
a European project attempting to make a chip-scale
free-electron laser by harnessing the unique
properties of graphene. Team members include the
University of Augsburg and ETH Zurich - Nash
currently holds an EPSRC fellowship in the subject.
The capacitive graphene plasmon exciter
started life as a way to create a cavity for the
graphene free electron laser, and has taken on a life
of its own.
Another link between the modulator and
FELs, is that ETH Zurich FEL team member
Professor Jérôme Faist, is co-inventor of the

quantum cascade laser, one of which is providing
THz radiation to test the Exeter modulator.
Resonant coupling
Back with the Exeter modulator, the ring
resonator and the ribbon are designed to have the
same resonant frequency, which allows energy to
couple effectively from the gold structure into the
graphene structure - with the back gate voltage
providing fine-tuning of the ribbon resonant
frequency.
Various devices have been made, tuned
different THz and mid-IR frequencies, and sized
variously from 2 x 2mm to 0.5 x 0.5mm.
It is the smaller ones that work up to
40MHz, with speed limited by stray capacitance
between the gold layer and substrate, high lateral
resistance in the substrate (which is edgeconnected), and the modulation signal generator's
50Ω output.
Increasing substrate conductivity with a
metal back conductor, or cutting capacitance by
moving to a deposited top gate, could shift
modulation capability up to GHz without needing to
make the devices smaller, said Nash.
The thin channels cut into the gold at right-angles to
the ribbons, ignored above, are extremely narrow in
the real device and are designed to be irrelevant to
modulator operation - having almost no measurable
effect on the behaviour of the ring resonators, said
Nash. They are there to split the gold layer into
strips, allowing electrical access to the graphene
ribbons for material characterisation.
Potential applications for modulated THz radiation
include molecular fingerprinting - to detect
explosives for example - and THz-based
communication.
The electric field concentrating effect of the
architecture, said Nash, might be useful in subwavelength scanning microscopy.
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All-Optical Switch Could Push
Electronics Out of Future
Processors
The all-optical switch is a disc 250 nm in
diameter that is capable of switching optical pulses
at femtosecond rates. (Image courtesy of Maxim
Scherbakov).

Over the last few years, the semiconductor
industry has fallen behind the rapid pace of Moore’s
Law, the theory that the number of transistors that
can be etched onto an integrated circuit will double
every two years. For chipmakers, it has become
increasingly difficult to further shrink transistors—
the building blocks of computer processors—while
increasing switching speed and limiting electrical
resistance.
However, computer processors might find
additional bandwidth from an unexpected source:
particles of light. Researchers from Moscow State
University in Russia have invented an optical switch
on a silicon nanostructure that could become part of
a future generation of light-based transistors and
logic gates. With additional research efforts
underway, the technology might have the potential
to compete with electronic transistors.
The main feature of the all-optical switch is
that it uses photons—and not electricity—to operate
at ultrafast switching speeds. All-optical devices can
operate with extremely fast switching speeds and
high energy efficiency because they exhibit lower
heat loss, better signal-to-noise ratios and are less
susceptible to interference. An optical computer
attempts to imprint data onto light waves and
process the information as it travels through silicon
chips.

After a series of experiments, the research
team developed an optical switch 250 nm in
diameter and capable of switching optical pulses at
femtosecond intervals (one millionth of one
billionth of a second). Processors and data
transmission devices with the same switching speed
would have the ability to process and
send information at tens and hundreds of terabits per
second. The high switching speed was achieved by
using the nonlinear optical effects when two or more
high-intensity light signals are combined.
The discovery represents a major step
forward in a field that has been beleaguered by a
surplus of intriguing research and a dearth of
practical advancements. For years, the study of
photonics has been guided by the promise that
particles of light have higher computational
bandwidth than electrons and can support a greater
number of instructions per second (IPS) when used
in computer processors.
Maxim Shcherbakov, a scientist in the
Laboratory of Nanophotonics and Metamaterials at
Lomonosov Moscow State University, says that the
research could lead to smaller and more efficient
active photonics, including logic units and
transistors. The switching speeds of the new
photonics switch can be translated into silicon
photonics, he says. The researchers have
future plans to test the nanostructures in integrated
circuits.
The critics of photon-based computing,
however, have a more guarded view of the
technology. Rodney S. Tucker, an electrical
engineering professor at Melbourne University,
writes in the journal Nature Photonics that logic
systems
require
“logic-level
restoration,
cascadability, fan-out, and input-output isolation.”
He maintains that electronic transistors currently
provide all of these capabilities at low cost, low
power, small size, and relatively high speed.
For optical logic to become competitive with
electronics, nonlinear optical technology will have
to overcome several problems related to power
consumption, cost, and systems integration. It could
require a fundamental change in the nature of
computing itself, Tucker suggests. Computers with
both optical and electronic components often
struggle with high energy losses that slow down
transmission speeds. But all-optical computers have
the potential to eliminate these issues.
Another issue is that for years the typical
size of photonic transistors has stalled on the scale

of several micrometers, while the typical size of
electronic transistors has advanced to 14 nm. This
small size naturally feeds into the computer
industry’s shift from personal computers to mobile
devices that require smaller and more powerful
processors.
At the same time, advances are still being
made to open the door to smaller and smaller
transistors. In October, IBM researchers at the
company’s Thomas J. Watson Research Center
found a way to further shrink transistors using
parallel rows of carbon nanotubes. This new
approach could make it possible to continue
shrinking transistors without increasing electrical
resistance.
The results of the optical experiments, which
were published in the journal Nano Letters and
highlighted in the journal Nature Materials, grew
out of the discovery that silicon nanoparticles
exhibit strong resonances—so-called magnetic
dipole resonances—in the visible spectrum. This
type of resonance is characterized by strong
localization of light waves on sub-wavelength scales
inside the nanoparticles.
The optical switch created by MSU
researchers is based on the interaction between two
femtosecond pulses and this interaction results from
the
magnetic
resonance
of the
silicon
nanostructures. If pulses arrive at the nanostructure
simultaneously, one of them interacts with the other
and dampens it due to the effect of two-photon
absorption. If there is a 100-fs delay between the
two pulses, the interaction does not occur; the
second pulse then goes through the nanostructure
without changing.
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Spintronics and Spin Quantum Computation
Spintronics, or spin electronics, refers to the
study of the role played by electron (and more
generally nuclear) spin in solid state physics, and
possible devices that specifically exploit spin
properties instead of or in addition to charge degrees
of freedom. For example, spin relaxation and spin
transport in metals and semiconductors are of
fundamental research interest not only for being
basic solid state physics issues, but also for the
already demonstrated potential these phenomena
have in electronic technology (some short reviews).
The prototype device that is already in use in
industry as a read head and a memory-storage cell is
the giant-magnetoresistive
(GMR)
sandwich
structure which consists of alternating ferromagnetic
and nonmagnetic metal layers. Depending on the
relative orientation of the magnetizations in the
magnetic layers, the device resistance changes from
small (parallel magnetizations) to large (antiparallel
magnetizations). This change in resistance (also
called magnetoresistance) is used to sense changes
in magnetic fields. Recent efforts in GMR
technology have also involved magnetic tunnel
junction devices where the tunneling current
depends on spin orientations of the electrodes.
Current
efforts
in
designing
and
manufacturing spintronic devices involve two
different approaches. The first is perfecting the
existing GMR-based technology by either
developing new materials with larger spin
polarization of electrons or making improvements or
variations in the existing devices that allow for
better spin filtering. The second effort, which is
more radical, focuses on finding novel ways of both
generation and utilization of spin-polarized currents.
These include investigation of spin transport in
semiconductors and looking for ways in which
semiconductors can function as spin polarizers and
spin valves. The importance of this effort lies in the
fact that the existing metal-based devices do not
amplify signals (although they are successful
switches or valves), whereas semiconductor based
spintronic devices could in principle provide
amplification and serve, in general, as multifunctional devices. Perhaps even more importantly,
it would be much easier for semiconductor-based
devices to be integrated with traditional
semiconductor technology.
While there are clear advantages for
introducing semiconductors in novel spintronic

applications, many basic questions pertaining to
combining semiconductors with other materials to
produce a viable spintronic technology remain open.
For example, whether placing a semiconductor in
contact with another material would impede spin
transport across the interface is far from wellunderstood. In the past, one of the strategies to
advance understanding of spin transport in hybrid
semiconductor structures was to directly borrow
knowledge obtained from studies of more traditional
magnetic materials. However, there is also an
alternative approach involving the direct
investigation of spin transport in all-semiconductor
device geometries. In such a scenario a combination
of optical manipulation (for example, shining
circularly polarized light to create net spin
polarization) and material inhomogeneities (e.g. by
suitable doping as in the recently discovered Ga1xMnxAs type ferromagnetic materials where Mn
impurities act as dopants) could be employed to
tailor spin transport properties.
In addition to the near-term studies of
various spin transistors and spin transport properties
of semiconductors, a long-term and ambitious
subfield of spintronics is the application of electron
and nuclear spins to quantum information
processing and quantum computation (for more
information on quantum computation, check out the
following site). It has long been pointed out that
quantum mechanics may provide great advantages
over classical physics in physical computation.
However, the real boom started after the advent of
Shor's factorization algorithm and quantum error
correction schemes. Among the many quantum
computer hardwares that were proposed are the ones
based on electron and nuclear spins. Obviously, the
spins of electrons and spin-1/2 nuclei provide
perfect candidates for quantum bits (qubits) as their
Hilbert spaces are generally well-defined and their
decoherence relatively slow.
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Electromagnetic Bomb
Anyone who's been through a prolonged
power outage knows that it's an extremely trying
experience. Within an hour of losing electricity, you
develop a healthy appreciation of all the electrical
devices you rely on in life. A couple hours later, you
start pacing around your house. After a few days
without lights, electric heat or TV, your stress level
shoots through the roof.
But in the grand scheme of things, that's
nothing. If an outage hits an entire city, and there
aren't adequate emergency resources, people may
die from exposure, companies may suffer huge
productivity losses and millions of dollars of food
may spoil. If a power outage hit on a much larger
scale, it could shut down the electronic networks
that keep governments and militaries running. We
are utterly dependent on power, and when it's gone,
things get very bad, very fast.
An electromagnetic bomb, or e-bomb, is a
weapon designed to take advantage of this
dependency. But instead of simply cutting off power
in an area, an e-bomb would actually destroy most
machines that use electricity. Generators would be
useless, cars wouldn't run, and there would be no
chance of making a phone call. In a matter of
seconds, a big enough e-bomb could thrust an entire
city back 200 years or cripple a military unit.
The U.S. military has been pursuing the idea of an
e-bomb for decades, and many believe it now has
such a weapon in its arsenal. On the other end of the
scale, terrorist groups could be building low-tech ebombs to inflict massive damage on the United
States.
The Basic Idea:
The basic idea of an e-bomb -- or more broadly, an
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) weapon -- is pretty
simple. These sorts of weapons are designed to
overwhelm electrical circuitry with an intense
electromagnetic field.
If you've read How Radio Works or How
Electromagnets Work, then you know an
electromagnetic field in itself is nothing special. The
radio signals that transmit AM, FM, television and
cell phone calls are all electromagnetic energy, as is
ordinary light, microwaves and x-rays.
For our purposes, the most important thing
to understand about electromagnetism is that electric
current generates magnetic fields and changing
magnetic fields can induce electric current. This
page from How Radio Works explains that a simple

radio transmitter generates a magnetic field by
fluctuating electrical current in a circuit. This
magnetic field, in turn, can induce an electrical
current in another conductor, such as a radio
receiver antenna. If the fluctuating electrical signal
represents particular information, the receiver can
decode it.
A low intensity radio transmission only
induces sufficient electrical current to pass on a
signal to a receiver. But if you greatly increased the
intensity of the signal (the magnetic field), it would
induce a much larger electrical current. A big
enough current would fry the semiconductor
components in the radio, disintegrating it beyond
repair.
Picking up a new radio would be the least of your
concerns, of course. The intense fluctuating
magnetic field could induce a massive current in just
about any other electrically conductive object -- for
example phone lines, power lines and even metal
pipes. These unintentional antennas would pass the
current spike on to any other electrical components
down the line (say, a network of computers hooked
up to phone lines). A big enough surge could burn
out semiconductor devices, melt wiring, fry batteries
and even explode transformers.
There are a number of possible ways of generating
and "delivering" such a magnetic field. In the next
section, we'll look at a few possible EMP weaponry
concepts.
The Nuclear EMP Threat:
E-bombs started popping up in headlines
only recently, but the concept of EMP weaponry has
been around for a long time. From the 1960s
through the 1980s, the United States was most
concerned with the possibility of a nuclear EMP
attack.
This idea dates back to nuclear weapons research
from the 1950s. In 1958, American tests of
hydrogen bombs yielded some surprising results. A
test blast over the Pacific Ocean ended up blowing
out streetlights in parts of Hawaii, hundreds of miles
away. The blast even disrupted radio equipment as
far away as Australia.
Researchers concluded that the electrical
disturbance was due to the Compton effect,
theorized by physicist Arthur Compton in 1925.
Compton's assertion was that photons of
electromagnetic energy could knock loose electrons

from atoms with low atomic numbers. In the 1958
test, researchers concluded, the photons from the
blast's intense gamma radiation knocked a large
number of electrons free from oxygen and nitrogen
atoms in the atmosphere. This flood of electrons
interacted with the Earth's magnetic field to create a
fluctuating electric current, which induced a
powerful
magnetic
field.
The
resulting
electromagnetic pulse induced intense electrical
currents in conductive materials over a wide area.
During the cold war, U.S. intelligence feared the
Soviet Union would launch a nuclear missile and
detonate it some 30 miles (50 kilometers) above the
United States, to achieve the same effect on a larger
scale. They feared that the resulting electromagnetic
burst would knock out electrical equipment across
the United States.
Such an attack (from another nation) is still a
possibility, but that is no longer the United States'
main concern. These days, U.S. intelligence is
giving non-nuclear EMP devices, such as e-bombs,
much more attention. These weapons wouldn't affect
as wide an area, because they wouldn't blast photons
so high above the Earth. But they could be used to
create total blackouts on a more local level.
Non-nuclear EMP Weapons:
The United States most likely has EMP
weapons in its arsenal, but it’s not clear in what
form. Much of the United States’ EMP research has
involved high power microwaves (HPMs).
Reporters have widely speculated that they do exist
and that such weapons could be used in a war with
Iraq.
Most likely, the United States’ HPM e-bombs aren’t
really bombs at all. They’re probably more like
super powerful microwave ovens that can generate a
concentrated beam of microwave energy. One
possibility is the HPM device would be mounted to
a cruise missile, disrupting ground targets from
above.
This technology is advanced and expensive and so
would be inaccessible to military forces without
considerable resources. But that’s only one piece of
the e-bomb story. Using inexpensive supplies and
rudimentary engineering knowledge, a terrorist
organization could easily construct a dangerous ebomb device.
In late September 2001, Popular Mechanics
published an article outlining this possibility. The
article focused on flux compression generator
bombs (FCGs), which date back to the 1950s. This
sort of e-bomb has a fairly simple, potentially

inexpensive design, illustrated below. (This
conceptual bomb design comes from this report
written by Carlo Kopp, a defense analyst. The
design concept has been widely available to the
public for some time. Nobody would be able to
construct a functioning e-bomb from this description
alone).
The bomb consists of a metal cylinder (called the
armature), which is surrounded by a coil of wire (the
stator winding). The armature cylinder is filled with
high explosive, and a sturdy jacket surrounds the
entire device. The stator winding and the armature
cylinder are separated by empty space. The bomb
also has a power source, such as a bank of
capacitors, which can be connected to the stator.
Here’s the sequence of events when the bomb goes
off:
A switch connects the capacitors to the stator,
sending an electrical current through the wires. This
generates an intense magnetic field.
A fuze mechanism ignites the explosive material.
The explosion travels as a wave through the middle
of the armature cylinder.
As the explosion makes its way through the
cylinder, the cylinder comes in contact with the
stator winding. This creates a short circuit, cutting
the stator off from its power supply.
The moving short circuit compresses the magnetic
field, generating an intense electromagnetic burst.
Most likely, this type of weapon would affect a
relatively small area – nothing on the order of a
nuclear EMP attack – but it could do some serious
damage.
E-Bomb Effects:
The United States is drawn to EMP
technology because it is potentially non-lethal, but is
still highly destructive. An E-bomb attack would
leave buildings standing and spare lives, but it could
destroy a sizeable military.
There is a range of possible attack scenarios. Lowlevel electromagnetic pulses would temporarily jam
electronics systems, more intense pulses would
corrupt important computer data and very powerful
bursts would completely fry electric and electronic
equipment.
In modern warfare, the various levels of attack could
accomplish a number of important combat missions
without racking up many casualties. For example, an
e-bomb could effectively neutralize:
vehicle control systems targeting systems, on the
ground and on missiles and bombs

communications systems navigation systems long
and short-range sensor systems
EMP weapons could be especially useful in
an invasion of Iraq, because a pulse might
effectively neutralize underground bunkers. Most of
Iraq's underground bunkers are hard to reach with
conventional bombs and missiles. A nuclear blast
could effectively demolish many of these bunkers,
but this would take a devastating toll on surrounding
areas. An electromagnetic pulse could pass through
the ground, knocking out the bunker's lights,
ventilation systems, communications -- even electric
doors. The bunker would be completely
uninhabitable.
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FM DIRECTION FINDING
ANTEENAS
Direction finders are normally equipped with
vertically polarized antennas, making it impossible
for them to perform accurate direction finding when
they encounter signals with strictly horizontal
polarization. For example, this is what happens in
direction finding involving FM and TV transmitters
which are commonly equipped with horizontally
polarized antennas.
Normally, of course, there is no need for
direction finding with FM and TV transmitters since
their locations are well known. However, in the case
of illegal transmitters using horizontally polarized
transmitting antennas, vertically polarized DF
antennas and triangulation do not work. In these
cases, DF antennas with vertical and horizontal
polarization are needed.
One obvious (but very poor) solution would
be to simply rotate the vertically oriented dipole
antenna elements by 90° so that they are horizontal.
However, this results in an overly directional
receiving characteristic. The DF accuracy and
sensitivity would be inadequate in certain directions
and it would not be possible to aurally monitor
signals from those directions. Around the world,
direction finders used for locating transmitters are
typically equipped with a vertically polarized DF
antenna. These DF antennas usually consist of
multiple vertical dipole antennas arranged in a
circular array.

Direction finders with vertically polarized
antennas are not capable of accurately taking
bearings on signals with strictly horizontal
polarization. This is the case, for example, in DF
applications involving FM and TV transmitters
which are usually equipped with horizontally
polarized transmitting antennas and mounted on
high masts for better coverage. If the DF antenna is
also located in an elevated position on a mast or on a
roof, it will have more or less line-of-sight contact
with the transmitting antenna Under these
circumstances, erroneous results can be produced as
the undistorted, horizontally polarized FM / TV
signals reach the vertically polarized DF antenna.
In addition to the direct wave, the DF
antenna also receives reflected waves with a combination of vertical and horizontal polarization.
Direction finders are normally better at measuring
the vertical components of reflections than the
directly received signal. This can produce extremely
erroneous results due to the reflections. However,
the poor DF quality usually provides a warning
about this problem when it is present.
Direction finding often requires an
antenna that is directional - that is, more sensitive in
certain directions than in others. Many antenna
designs exhibit this property. For example, a Yagi
antenna has quite pronounced directionality, so the
source of a transmission can be determined simply
by pointing it in the direction where the maximum
signal level is obtained. However, to establish
direction to great accuracy requires much more
sophisticated techniques.
The crossed-loops DF antenna atop the mast
of a tug boat. A simple form of directional antenna
is the loop aerial. This consists of an open loop of
wire on an insulating former, or a metal ring that
forms the antenna elements itself, where the
diameter of the loop is a tenth of a wavelength or
smaller at the target frequency. Such an antenna will
be LEAST sensitive to signals that are normal to its
face, and MOST responsive to those meeting edgeon, this due to the antenna sensing the difference
between the voltages induced either side of it at any
instant because of the phase output of the
transmitting beacon.
Turning
the

loop face on will not induce any current flow - think
of the radio wave slipping through the loop. Simply
turning the antenna to obtain minimum signal will
establish two possible directions from which the
signal could be emanating. The NULL is used, as
small angular deflections of the loop aerial near its
null positions produce larger changes in current than
similar angular changes near the loops max
positions. For this reason, a null position of the loop
aerial is used.
To resolve the two direction possibilities, a
sense antenna is used, the sense aerial has no
directional properties but has the same sensitivity as
the loop aerial. By adding the steady signal from the
sense aerial to the alternating signal from the loop
signal as it rotates, there is now only one position as
the loop rotates 360 Degs at which there is zero
current. This acts as a phase ref point, allowing the
correct null point to be identified, thus removing the
180 Deg ambiguity.
A dipole antenna exhibits similar properties,
and is the basis for the Yagi antenna, which is
familiar as the common VHF or UHF television
aerial. For much higher frequencies still, parabolic
antennas can be used, which are highly directional,
focusing received signals from a very narrow angle
to a receiving element at the centre.
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3D-Printed Robot Is Hard At Heart, Soft On Outside
Engineers at Harvard University and the
University of California, San Diego, have created
the first robot with a 3D-printed body that
transitions from a rigid core to a soft exterior. The
robot is capable of more than 30 untethered jumps
and is powered by a mix of butane and oxygen.
“We believe that bringing together soft and
rigid materials will help create a new generation of
fast, agile robots that are more robust and adaptable
than their predecessors and can safely work side by
side with humans,” said Michael Tolley, an assistant
professor of mechanical engineering at UC San
Diego, and one of the paper’s co-lead authors with
Nicholas Bartlett, a Ph.D. student in the
Microrobotics Laboratory at Harvard, where the
bulk of the work took place. Bartlett and Tolley
designed, manufactured and tested the robot.
The idea of blending soft and hard materials
into the robot’s body came from nature. For
example, certain species of mussels have a foot that
starts out soft and then becomes rigid at the point
where it makes contact with rocks. In nature,
complexity has a very low cost. “Using new
manufacturing techniques like 3D printing, we’re
trying to translate this to robotics.”

3D-printed in once piece, with nine different layers
of stiffness, creating a structure that goes from
rubber-like flexibility on the exterior to full rigidity
near to core. But a more flexible top was more likely
to survive impacts on landing, allowing the robot to
be reused. They decided to go with the more flexible
design.
A challenging part of the process was
designing around off-the-shelf materials available to
3D-print the robot.
The bottom half of the robot is flexible and includes
a small chamber where oxygen and butane are
injected before it jumps. After the gases are ignited,
this half behaves very much like a basketball that
gets inflated almost instantaneously, propelling the
robot into a jump. When the chemical charge is
exhausted, the bottom hemisphere goes back to its
original shape.
The two hemispheres surround a rigid core module
that houses a custom circuit board, high-voltage
power source, battery, miniature air compressor,
butane fuel cell and other components
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Soft robots tend to be slow, especially when
accomplishing tasks without being tethered to power
sources and other electronics, said Tolley, who
recently co-authored a research review on soft
robotics for Nature . Researchers hope that their
work will allow rigid components to be better
integrated within soft robots, which will then move
faster without compromising the safety of the
humans who would work with them.
The robot is made of two nestled
hemispheres. The top hemisphere is like a half shell,

Take risks in your life. If you
win you can lead, if you loose
you can guide

- Swamy Vivekananda

Major Milestone: First Electrons Accelerated In European XFEL
A crucial component of the
European X-ray laser European XFEL has
taken up operation: The so-called injector,
the 45-metre long first part of the
superconducting particle accelerator, has
accelerated its first electrons to nearly the
speed of light. This is the first beam ever
accelerated at the European XFEL and
represents a major advancement toward the
completion of the facility.
The X-ray laser European XFEL is
an international research facility in northern
Germany that will produce ultra-bright Xray laser flashes for unprecedented studies
of the Nano cosmos. It consists of a 2kilometre long superconducting linear
electron accelerator, followed by a series of
highly precise magnets to produce the highly
brilliant X-ray laser light.
The injector, which is located on the
DESY campus in Hamburg and has been
under construction since 2013, produced a
series of tightly packed sets of electrons, or
bunches, that passed through the 45-metre
long injector beam line. The electrons made
the full trip from start to end of the injector
in 0.15 microseconds, achieving near light
speed.
The injector shapes the highly
charged electron bunches and gives them
their initial energy, which is gradually
increased across a 2-kilometre long linear
accelerator that is still being assembled.
Once energized, the electrons will be ready
to generate the facility's X-ray flashes,
enabling scientists to perform studies that
are expected to have large impacts on
medicine, energy production and storage,
materials research, and many other fields.
DESY, which is European XFEL's
main shareholder and close partner, is

responsible for the construction and
operation of the electron injector as well as
the rest of the linear accelerator.
Components for the injector were produced
across Europe by the 17-institute European
XFEL Accelerator Consortium, which is led
by DESY.

The design of the injector is strongly
based on the one found in DESY's X-ray
free-electron laser FLASH, the prototype
facility for the European XFEL that began
operation as a user facility in 2005. Several
billion electrons are released from an
electrode of cesium telluride when it is
struck by an intense ultraviolet laser flash.
The electrons form a bunch which is
accelerated by radio frequency and kept
together by intense magnetic fields. The
bunch is accelerated, first through a normal
conducting cavity made of copper, then
through a pair of superconducting
accelerator cryo modules. The two latter
devices are chilled to -271°C by liquid
helium to allow for highly efficient beam
acceleration. The injector will continue to go
through rigorous testing while the rest of the
linear accelerator is installed. The next
major milestone will be accelerating
electrons the for the full accelerator length
to the European XFEL's Osdorfer Born site
approximately 2.1 km away from the start of
the injector. This is expected in late 2016,
with user operation to follow in 2017.

The Garden Rose: Marrying the Electronic and Organic
The garden rose, or Rosa floribunda,
has
ingrained
itself
into
public
consciousness as the symbol for love. But in
the science world, the rose is now the first
plant to marry the electronic and organic
within its body.
Researchers from Linköping Univ.’s
Laboratory of Organic Electronics used the
rose’s vascular system to manufacture
analog and digital organic electronic circuits
and devices.
“With integrated and distributed electronics
in plants, one can envisage a range of
applications including precision recording
and regulation of physiology, energy
harvesting
from photosynthesis
and
alternatives to genetic modification for plant
optimization,” write the researchers in
Science Advances.
Plant growth and function are
dependent on ionic and hormonal signals,
which can be affected by environmental,
physical and chemical stimuli. Such signals
are transported throughout the body via the
plant’s xylem and phloem vascular circuits.
Currently, artificial regulation of plants is
achieved through exposure to chemicals or
molecular genetic tools. However, the
researchers say embedding electronic
functionality within a plant will allow a
combination of electric signals with the
plant’s natural chemical processes.
“Previously, we had no good tools for
measuring the concentration of various The
team achieved the feat by introducing the
conductive polymer PEDOT-S through the

rose’s stem. A 10 cm wire of the material
was fed into the xylem channel, which still
allowed the transport of water and nutrients.
A combination of the wire and the
electrolyte surrounding the xylem channel
allowed
researchers
to
create
an
electrochemical transistor, which converts
ionic signals to electronic outputs.
Additionally, the team used vacuum
infiltration to embed another PEDOT variant
into the plant’s leaves. According to the
university, “the infused polymer formed
‘pixels’ of electrochemical cells partitioned
by the veins. Applied voltage caused the
polymer to interact with ions in the leaf,
subsequently changing the color of the
PEDOT in a display-like device.”
“Now we can really start talking
about ‘power plants’—we can place sensors
in plants and use the energy formed in the
chlorophyll, produce green antennas or
produce new materials,” said Prof. Magnus
Berggren, of the university. “Everything
occurs naturally, and we use the plants’ own
very advanced, unique systems.”
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Engineers reveal record-setting flexible phototransistor
Inspired by mammals' eyes, Univ. of
Wisconsin-Madison electrical engineers have
created the fastest, most responsive flexible silicon
phototransistor ever made.
The innovative phototransistor could improve the
performance of myriad products—ranging from
digital cameras, night-vision goggles and smoke
detectors to surveillance systems and satellites—that
rely on electronic light sensors. Integrated into a
digital camera lens, for example, it could reduce
bulkiness and boost both the acquisition speed and
quality of video or still photos.
Developed by UW-Madison collaborators
Zhenqiang "Jack" Ma, professor of electrical and
computer engineering, and research scientist JungHun Seo, the high-performance phototransistor far
and away exceeds all previous flexible
phototransistor parameters, including sensitivity and
response time.
The researchers published details of their
advance in Advanced Optical Materials. Like
human eyes, phototransistors essentially sense and
collect light, then convert that light into an electrical
charge proportional to its intensity and wavelength.
In the case of our eyes, the electrical impulses
transmit the image to the brain. In a digital camera,
that electrical charge becomes the long string of 1s
and 0s that create the digital image.
While many phototransistors are fabricated on rigid
surfaces, and therefore are flat, Ma and Seo's are
flexible, meaning they more easily mimic the
behavior of mammalian eyes. "We actually can
make the curve any shape we like to fit the optical
system," Ma says. "Currently, there's no easy way to
do that."
One important aspect of the success of the
new phototransistors is the researchers' innovative
"flip-transfer" fabrication method, in which their
final step is to invert the finished phototransistor
onto a plastic substrate. At that point, a reflective
metal layer is on the bottom.
"In this structure—unlike other photo detectors—
light absorption in an ultrathin silicon layer can be

much more efficient because light is not blocked by
any metal layers or other materials," Ma says.
The researchers also placed electrodes under
the phototransistor's ultrathin silicon Nano
membrane layer—and the metal layer and electrodes
each act as reflectors and improve light absorption
without the need for an external amplifier.
"There's a built-in capability to sense weak light,"
Ma says. Ultimately, the new phototransistors open
the door of possibility, he says. "This demonstration
shows great potential in high-performance and
flexible photo detection systems," says Ma, whose
work was supported by the U.S. Air Force. "It
shows the capabilities of high-sensitivity photo
detection and stable performance under bending
conditions, which have never been achieved at the
same time."
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